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 A manual file photo archive, made possible with the use of a microcomputer. Multiplexing of images to generate a video
image. Is the first picbasic microcomputer program that makes possible the creation of a single image made up of a series of
images. Fog storage. Is the microcomputer program that makes possible the storage of fog images of the camera lens. Control
program for CRT color television. The program writes the CRT screen program, makes possible the conversion of black-and-

white TV into color TV. Includes support for automatic tracking of fluorescent lighting. Compatible with multiple types of
computer and internet, the microcomputer provides the user with system adjustment software. The versatile program is capable
of working with multiple types of camera mounts and lenses. Functional prototype creation using the microcomputer. Program

using two VDUs or two screens, one to view and one to work with. With the capability to send images through a character
generator. Writing of texts and operating a multiplexing camera. Allows for the possibility of repeating the same image on two
or more electronic screens. It is created for a commercial or educational purposes. This type of program allows the user to write
text, manipulate images, with the use of an electronic screen or device. Program for the colorization of black-and-white images.
Allows the user to choose from a variety of colors to colorize a black-and-white image. Allows the user to choose from a variety

of colors to colorize a black-and-white image. Control of environmental equipment. It is created to adjust any electronic
equipment of a technical nature, the microcomputer and is compatible with multiple types of camera mounts and lenses. It is

compatible with different video devices. You can control infrared (IR) or UV cameras, video card, security cameras and more.
The program is capable of operating with multiple types of computer. You can connect it to a screen, printer, speaker or video
card through serial port. Functional prototype creation using the microcomputer. Program using two VDUs or two screens, one

to view and one to work with. With the capability to send images through a character generator. Allows for the possibility of
repeating the same image on two or more electronic screens. It is created for a commercial or educational purposes. This type of

program allows the user to write text, manipulate images, with the use of an electronic screen or device. Program for the
colorization of black-and-white images 82157476af
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